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ABSTRACT

This is a report of a study of ranking algorithms used intx

a Boolean environment. The ranking algorithms are decomposed

into term weighting schemes ahd Similarity measures. Represen-

tative term' weights and simi3rarity measures Are: selected from

those known to exist in infoimation retrieval environments.

The ranking algorithms.are tested using documents submitted by

specific clearinghouses tb the Current Index to Journals ip
1

Education data base.

4.

The study used information need statements from Lidividualp4

with interests congruent with the data base. After pearches'

were conducted by professione9.'searChers, the retrieved documents

were judged for relevance by the persons submitting the original

information need statement. This provided the input to study

the ranking algorithms.

The algorithms were analYzed according to their ability to

move relevant documents toward the beginning of the output

The coefficient of ranking effectiveness (CRE) was used to

measure this ability. The study found that when using.a controlled

vocabulary*or th4 free text, it is possible td significantly

improve the order of the output. The.results also indi6ate

that ranking is at best about 20% effective with the remaining

80% not yet.resolved. is suggested that the factors ,

currently used in ranking algorithms are not likely to make

ranking closer to 100% effective. Ratherpne4 information it

likely to.be required.
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INTRODUbTION

A

Ranking the outpub of an -information,system on the

ctitericin of :Irobable.relevance to the query 4is considered an

- optimal stra egy in information retrieval (Karon and Kuhns,

1960; Gebhar t, 1975; Lancastevand'Fayen, 1973). Ranked output

attempt to provide the user with information indicating that
4

the closer a document is to the begrmning 0 the output list,

the more like.IN it is-to be relevant to his query.

* % V"
m

' . 0 -.

In,the-context of a document retrieval.syptem '1 a ranking
. 4

algorithm defines an ordering on a set of'docuients, ordeting

the documents accoiding to their degree of similarity to a
)

query. In the simplest case (a binary decision rule) the .

document set is ordered into two classes; those satisfying the

retrieval'critexia,and those not satisfying the criteria. More

complicatea ranking"algorithms%may be defined in order to provide

orderings of greater detail, creating up to N classes of output,

where N is the number of documents.retrieved.

The abience of a systematic collection, classification,

and comparison of ranking algorithms vas ioted by. Sager and

Lockeman (Sager and Lockeman, 1976). Subsequently they began

4 the task of systematically exploring ranking algorithms. They

1 The phrase "document retrieval" will be used lthcugh
"computerized reference retrieVal system" is more -
appropriate description of this type of system '



identified components which could theoretically be pombined to

form 990 different ranking algorithms; unfórtunately only 14 of
4.

these algorithms could actually be tested given their experi-

mental conditions. Their results were constrained by the fact

that the ranking algorithms were teitable in only One retrieval

environment (defined belowl and they encountered other difficulties,
C.

such as prdblems with relevance judgments (Sagser and Lockeman,

.1976, p. 24). Thus, work on the careful examination of ranking

algorithms was begun; but imah theoretical and empirical work

reinained.

. Ranked output has been a procesb of unknown effectiveness,

requiring heavy user effort or occurring only .in the conteXt of

SMART-like systems. In the SMART-like sistemw, the ranking'

process cannot be isolated from the retrieval.process 'for a

particular inirestigation. Inverted file tystems, on the other

hand., traditionally keep inforMation which onli allows simple

ranking and often requires a great deal of User effort.

Innovations in the Skracuse Iniormation Retrieval System

(SIRE) (McGill, et. al., 19176), allow numerous and sophisticated

ranking methods to be studied in an inverted file contqxt.

Specific components of ranking algorithms and the retrieval

environment can be isolated and.simultaneously varied so that the
I.

efforts of each Component and each combination of components can

be observed.

Ttiis'is a ieport of a study which examined 504 different

16
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ing algorithms in two different environments. The study was

conduc ed ftpm Septe'mber.L. 197$ ti!roUgh August 311, 1979. The

report cons ie'a.the environment and the components of ranking,

algorithms, the relevant literature, the methods,used in this

itudy and the results and implications of the colrected data.

b %

COMPONENTS AND ENVIRONMENT OF RANKING ALGORITHMS,

'A fv4ndamental model of a document. retrieval systemli

shown in Figure 1. This model is not ,new, but it provides an

essential framework foi the understanding of ranking algorithms.

There.are many other models 'which view'the information retrieval

process from other perspectives with different components (e.g.

Saraceyic) 1968, p. xii). The model in FigUre 1 is different in

.that the compiments and piace of rank4ng algorithms in a retrievalI
system are clearly included. This model clarifies the relation-

'ships between certain:processes. For example, it shows the

compleoentary and analogous roles of defining a query; for an

information need and ,the role of defining the set of descriptors

for a document.. From-this model.lt ie clear that the schemes
e

for applying different weights to terms in the query or document

representations can be isolated, from each other and from 'the

.formation'of the representations. Further, the model clarifies

the isolation of the similarity measure from the weighting and

desciiptions. The five key eleients comprising a ranking

algorithm and its environment are:

a) FORM OF DOCUMENT REPRESENTATION (DR). Form of document

ii
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representation refers to the manner of selecting the descriptors

(index terms) by which the document will be examined by an

algorithm to-determine whether to retrieve or net to retrieve

the document. Indexing language variables constitute a large

portion of Docdment Representation vakial;litity.

A document can be-represented '11, any combination of

classification codes or index 'Oerms assigred manually or auto-

maticzly from a cOntrolled or uncontrollei vocabulary. Terms

may e extficted from the document or portions of the document
#

(e.g. title, auihor, abstract, citations). There are also

variations in the form, structure, depth and breadth of

indexing languages.

The product of the document representation process, for

any document representation aridaxay1ocwnent, j, can be thought

of as a document vector Dj = alj a2j aj ...amp where

a=
0 - if document j is not indexed by term i

1 if document j is indexed by term i.

number of index terms in the vocabulary

rn

It
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Term Doc. I Doc. 2 Doc:* I Doc. N

Apex

Apple

Baker

0

Bun 0 0

0 0

1 0A

0.ovoe 1

1

. . . .

. . . .

. Ii . .

term /4 1 0 1

FIGURE 2 - INVMRTED FILE

The vector terminology (e.g. "document vector") is

applicable to inverted file systems as well as to SMART pystems.

In Figure 2 a row is referrsed to as a "term vector" - noting the

presence or absence of a particular term across all documents.

A column is a "document vector" - noting the presence or absence

, of each term in'a particular document. The process of indexing

a document may thus be-described as the creation of a document

vector representing that particular information item.

b) TERM WEIGHTING IN THE DOCUMENT REPRESENTATION .(TW).

Term weighting schemes determine how much emphasis is placed on

the occurrence(s) of each index term. Sager and Lockeman

identified 22 such schemes (Sager and Lockeman, 1976). The

elementary weighting scheme is, of course, "unweighted". This
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scheme assigns a 1 or 0 for/ihe presence or absence of a term,

respectively. More-scomplex schemes may count tile number of

occurrences of the term in the document, normalized by such

tflctors as the number of terms used to represent the document,,

the frequency with which a term occuis throughout the data'base,

the overall frequency distribution and probabilities of the term

occurrences, or th, term's pattern of cooccurrence with other

terms. The term weigh& may be described by.a vector .of co-
.

efticients (w1j w2j ,i3j swinj for the correspon4idocument

representation vector. A weighted document repfesentation vecior

Dj=w1a1j w2a2j w3a3j wmamj is deyeloped by the element by

element multipXication.of the two vectors. Additionally, ther

elements of the document representation-vector do not necesdarily"

have:to represent Index.terms themselves, but could be underlying

factor's discovered by Analysis of the tOci of the collection

(see Switzer, 1965) or other selected attributes (see Cleveland,.

1976).

c) FORM OF THE QUERY (QF)..*Analogous to the conversion

of a dbcpment to a document representatiOn, an information need

must be converted into a querk.. Queries are categorized here

as belonging to one of two forms,, Boolean or "natural" language
2

.

Naturally, the qtiery formation process results in a requestA

expressed in the same language as the document repreientation.,

2 Natural langiaage queries may be considered as identical to a
BooliAn query consisting of the same set of terms, all
connected by ORs with some subsequent processang (McGill
et al. 1976). .

V

.4



Thus, there are theoretically twosquery forms (Booleankand

natural language) for each document xepresentation fori. In

*either case.the query can be represented by a vectbr corresponding

to the document representation vector (i.e. having the column

Vectors represent the same terms, factors or attributes). -Other

factori which may influence the query forydtion include the use/

non-use of an intermediary, the form of thp man-machine dial0g,

relevance feedbadk techniques, thesauri, adjacency operators and

generality/specificiti of the query. a

d) TERM WEIGHTING IN THE QUERY (TW). Wtighting Q0-

efficients may be assigned to query vector elements as they are

to dOwcument reprbsentation,vectors. Query terms n be weighted

equally, according to.th'eir frequency of occur pence n the query,

manually, according to the searcher's perceptio of the importance

of each terml.or, in situations going relevance feedback, as5i

4 fUnction of the termls pattern of ocCuirences in relev44t and

anon-relevant documents (Yu aid Salton, 1977).

e) IMILARITY MEASURE (SM). A similerity meaiure is an

algorithm hich compUies the degree of/agreement between entitied.

For this study, the concern is with a query vector and document

-representation vectors: There, are many vector association

measures described in the literature, (see for example, van ,

Rijsbergen, 1975,, 31-34; Reitsma, 1968). One pimple measure

yields a 1 if iati (Qi.Di)#0 and 0 if ifi (Qi.DL)=0.where Q and D

are.the query and document repreeentation vectors and toffs the

nuMber of terms in the vocabulary. More Complex measures may

take -into account-terms not present in either the query or

1
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document representatibn vector in-addition to ntimber of terms,

frequency and probability data.

Ranking algorithmi are composed' of the three units, in

Figure 1, OW. TW and SM. The two units DR and QF constitute the

edvironment of a raniang algorithm. The object of a,ranking

algorithm is to predict the relevance of.each document'and place

the 4ocuments in descending.order to predicted relevance.. Thus, ,;-

as the output list is read from beginning to-end, each document is

more likely to be relevant than those following it.

FaRking algorithms do not alter the composition of the set

off documents retrieved by a query. That is, in a given environ-
.

t (QF and DR), and 4 given data base, a document retrieval
6

stem will-produce the identicia set of documents in response to

a query regardless of the Tanking,algorithm employed, provided

that a cutoff value on the similarity.scoresis not being used to

restrj.ct the size of the output list. Conceptually, rankihg

algortthms work after the retrieved set is formed to effect:the

order in which the documents aredisplayed.
4

`14

This is precisely the way the.two-step re&ieval process

has been implemented in the Syracuse Information Retrieval

Experiment (SIRE) (McGill, et al., 1976; Noreault et al., 1977).

First the retrieved set is identified as those documents which

satisfy the Boolean logiè* of the query. 'Men the ranking

algorithm is employed tocompare the similaritY of the

document representation vectors of the retrieved documents to
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the query vector. The documents are then rank ordered for .

4

output. fh a recent study, the efficiency and effectiveness

of this metilod were demonstrated (NotidUlt et al., 1977).

This process is in contrast to lineai associAPre processing

retrieval systems unclustered SMART) (Sparck Jones, 1973).
P

In these systems, as in the case of.two-step systems using a

cutc)ff valuer, the%nature of the ranking algorithms can affect

the set.of documenterthe user received. Using a cutoff value

places g'ieater importance on the role of the ranking algorithm.

6

REVIEW OF RELEViiNT LiTERATURE

4/*

While there have been numerous evaluations Of. document

retrieval systems and different aspects of document retrieval

04.

systems, Sager,and Lockeman:s (1976) view that a systematic

evaluation (or even conceptual organization) of ranking

algorithms has been absent from the,literature is confirmed. .

There are methodological reasons why'definite'statements

4boui-the'relative pqrformances of ranking algorithms were not

made. These will be disCussed -below. However, a significant
6.

reason for the lack of ,NRc*iedge is theoretical. That is,

until Sager'and Lockeman's explicatioS, the concept of ranking
N

.algorithms.was not well enough defined to be carefully examined.

It is easy to be critical of the methodology in information

retrieval research. Without going through a case by case exam:-

a
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ination of past evaluation studies some recurrent problems can be
d.

.pointed out. First is the problem of the.small size of data bases

usually used in this iesearch. This inhibits the generalizability

of results because the queries' used in these studies are often not

representative of queries that would be made of a larger data base.

For example, cOnsider a data base of 1,000 documents, and a query

which retrieves 30 of those documents. If the data.beise is a

representative sample of a larger data base, with say 30,000

documents, then that same query passed.against the larger data base

should be expected to retrieve about 900 documents - not the kind

of query often used in operational settings. An4her probleth is

that of human variables'confounding system variables. Examples are

poor indexer reliability, searcher inconsistency, and poor agree--

ment between and among user and expert relevance judges.'

For example, SUPARS researchers coficluded'that a large

4
portion of the variance in system performance may be due to factors

eXtrinsic to the system - the manner in which documents are defined

as relevant and individual difierences among Searchers-(Katzer,

1971, pp. 38-39).. The Comparative Systrs.Laboratory group
I.

cOncluded that

The difference in retrieval-as eiists
0

j
between languages of equivalent length:can
almost entirely be attributed to-human
decisions in indexing and question analysis.
In the study-of lifferences in retrieval
of relevant answars, where the relevant
answers retrieved by index file *C and-
missed by fi? t we;e examined, it was
found that at least 75% of the incidence
of missing can'be attributed to the human
factor - to human decisions, idiosyncrasies,
inconOistencies, interpretations, etc.
(Saracevicl, 1968, p. 130).
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Keen (1973) reported 42% inter-indexer consis sncy,

37% intra-indexerconsistency. (after 20 weeks), 32% agreement

amongirekevance judges and that 69% of the documents judged

relevant by a requestop were also judged relevant by expert,judges.

Other methodological reasons_for the laCk of success of

'evaluations to explain railking algorithms are 1) an examination

of ranking algorithms lias not been'themain goal of any empirical .

research. besides Sager and Lockemanas restricted effort, 2) in

some cases the system variables have not-been isolated or controlled

so as to determine if there are effeCts due to specific system

Components. This ivy be due both to the experimental design and/

.or the nature of the dependent variables.(performance measures),

and 3) thatyariatlel contributing to ranking algorithm performance

have&not been considered in brced contexts. That is, these

variables must be considered at different, levels of component and

environmental variables.*
4

/

Evaluations br comparisons of total systems ere too general

to allow conclpsions to be drawn about specific.system components..

This is particularly true for studies of operational systems, but

trut for experimental systems also. For example, in the original

SMART vs. MEDLARS comparisonr(Salton, 1969) wl-V.le manuall and

automatic indexing were the focus of the.comparison, other factors

such as the form of the quer, term weighting schemes and similarity-.

measures mayphave had some effect on the results.
. /

Recall, preci:sion ana fallobt *measures mabe suitable as

descriptive measures of a system's overall performance, but they
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cf the effects of specific

systems collirononts. ThC:t mtures are sensitive to variance:

-in many yti m it i only with-the greatest

sexperimt.r.) mk:a;u4:es can give testim ny to

. -
Non--

relevant

the perforwance

k'cvi t :p i

cmponen-t.

iii ':- Retrieval methods A Lnd B

could hai, ,u-cciE;ie,. graphs yet be retrieving

entirely -mcnts. Usual performance measures

would not convey tilat an:,,rmo7_ion, which is of. value to a'system

designel 0: ev,Auet(*1-.

Documents

..

i (1;11) . MEp.SURE DIFFICULTY'
46-

bM Syptem A All Documents

jevc..d by System B

Thc. ,m is that rNf restricted rabge

of investic4.ticn. ..ment representation, index term

weightin9, y query modifications have all

been 31.:Ki riv in most instances, the other

variabl,m ic r - c6nsidered (cf. ReitsMa
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and Sagalyn, 1968; Minker et al., 1972; Cleverdon and Keen, 1966;

Keen, 1973; Sparck "nes, 1973; Salton,.1975). This goes not

imply that such ttudies have ndt achieved-results which bear on

the performance of ranking algorithms. Studies of index term

weighting (e.g. Salton and Yang, 1973; reviewed by Sparck Jones, .

1973) shOw ambhuous resu).ts but indicate that inverse document

frequency and discrimination value are valuable weighting factors,

and that term frequency and document length nay be useful variables.

Studies of document representation have found signifidat
0

performance differences due to index language variables (Saracevic,

1968; Cleverdon and Keen, 1966; Keen, 1973). A sample of results

Irom'clocument representation studies indiCate that uncontrolled

vocabularies.work'as well as dontrolied vocabularies, that single

term languages are superior to other types, that there may be an

opUmal depth forindexing Junguages and Chat machines and humans
.

are generally better at judging relevance when-they are given

more text to work with (e.g. title vs. full text). In general,

studies have found indexing languages to be a variable of pinor

importance' (see Saracevic, 1968, 0.119-130).

Yet Swets looked at 50 different retrieval methods over
4.

three different systems.(four different collections) and found

that there were very small differences in the performance of

different retri0Va1 methods within a collection as opposed to the

larger performance differences between collections. These differ-

ences are attributed bp the difference in "hardness" of the voca-

bularies in the subject area of the collections and to differences



in the ways relevance judgements wereInade (Wets, 1967, p.28).

Studies of similarity measures have generally concluded

that there are only minor differences among their performances.

The cosine correlation has become the preferred measure (Reitsma

'and Sagalyn 1968; van Rijsbergen 1975). Still, conclusive tests

of similarity measures for performance.differences have not been

conducted. Similarity measurei have'been studied as neas.ures of

association in the context of clustering items in a vector.spacs

rather than as a query-document matching function.

Ong must regard all of these results with caution. Due to

the restricted ranges of other variables within which the key

variables were tested, it.is unknown.if okserved differences

would remain consistent in different environments and if apparently

equivalent methods behave differently in non- similar settings. 3

In other words, there might be interactions among variables

complicating.one's ability to discern key effects..

One is skeptical of "nb difference" findings. While the

. variables miy not have a difference on the employed perfor-

mance measures, one might detect an effect on other dependent

variables. (See example on Page 4, Figure 1.). There is likely

to be.a great deal of noise present in experiments. Given the

3 Saracevic's (1968) study is somewhat of an exception - a
step in the direction of the currently proposed work. In
his study, the variables "source of input" and "form of
index language" were covaried. However, different term
weighting schemes and similarity measures were not used.
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factors that influence recall-like measures, plus h4man variance

in indexing and relevance assessments, it would not be surprising

to find significant differences overwhelmed by noise.

It should be noted that a dimult.ted document ranking and

cutoff procedure was used. in the Cranfield II.Study (Cieverdon

and Keen, 1966) to determine if that procedure would affect

the performance of index languages that were being studied.'

Unfortunately, the study was not a study of ranking algorithms.

It was executed by hand, using only one ranking method, and was

basdd on searCh co-ordingtion levels rathef than textualistatis-

tical data. The data base consitited 'of 200 documents. .A recall-

lased performance measure was used which was not suited to

comparing ranking algorithms.

Sager and Lockeman (1976) defined the ranking algorithm

composed of a query term weighting scheme, a doCument term

weighting scheme anh a similatity measure.4 This conceptual

structure, as mentionedreviously, is vital to the study of

the ranking process. They identified some 22 term weighting

functione for documents,:5 query term weighting-schemes and .9

similarity measures,.yet this list was not exhaustive. Also,

the algebraic relationships among ranking algorithm components,/
441

required further exploration. Lerman found that *many similaritY

measures are monotonic with respect to each other. (Lerman,

1970, cited in van Rijsbergen, 19751 p. 31.)

They also included the fourth trival phase of placing the
docuMents in descending order of similarity to the query.
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ilgorithms cannot improve.the cesults of retrieval, but p4y

those of display." They assUme a two-st...43 model of retfieval

(without cutoff) as described earlier. Systems in which the set

of documents given to the user consists of al documentis having

a non-zero relationship with a natural language query meet the

above definitioni However, some ranking algorithms'define al

ordering such.that all documents have some relation-to the query

(e.g*. distancg in multidimensional space. See Katterx 1967;.

Switzer, 1965). Ln fact, the only situation in which ranking

algorithms exist functionally independent of the retrieval set

fOrmation -is when, the set: is formed by- the search logic, and ranking

occurs afterward. Thus Sager and Lockema focused on the process .

of ranking the output from Boolean queries (this is not meant tb

exclude other logical operators).

In contrast to the previously mentioned support shown for

'rankcd outputr it has been argued that there-are logicil allacies

iA the ranking of output *from BocIlean searches (Bookstell, and

Cooper, 1976; Bookstein, 1977) and that ranking.options have not

'been utilized.by users en. systems which had them available (McCarn,

1976; Rickman, 1972).('

The second point will be dealt.with first. The ranking

methods Which went unused required considerable effort on the part

of the user to manually assign weights or priorities to query

terms or to make other relatedjudgments. It should be noted
A.

that the mOthods explored in this study require no extra user

-!"
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effort beyond that which would be part of'a conventional Boolean

I.

search. Also, until the $1.RE. ranked output study asioreault et al.,

177) there was little evideRce that tlie output from Boolean

searching could be-effectively ranked according to probable

relevance.

As for logical perils, Bookstein notes that any known

system of ranking Boolean search output has logical inconsistencies

due t9 the fact that the same query could.be represented by.

,

'different Boolean statements whlch would result in the same ranking

mettiod proplucing different documellt Orderings in response to the

same query (conceptually the same query). Also, inconsistency may

arise from the fact that it is .unclear how to deal with ANDS, ORS,

and NOTS; specifically, does satisfying different requirements of

the logic mandate different weights? What about the abser.ce of a

word when it is NOT supposed to be prsent? How much should that

co4nt?

These criticisms of ranking algorithms are'logically

correct. However, the documents are not being ranked according

to their degree Of agreement with the *search statement; Documents

either do or do not meet the requirements for inclusion'in the

retr eved set. The documents are then ordered along a useful

dimension - in the case of the 1977 SIRE.study, by degree of

similarity to a Nector composed of.the terms used in the query.

Any criteria that seek to measure the degree of relation to some

aspect of the information n061, or in any way predict relevance

are valid to explore and use,. Bookstein correctly asserts that
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to ranik documents on degree of conformity geb the logic of.a

Boolean query is logically, inconsistent. In fact, to do so

without a probabilistic or fuzzy logic designed for that purpose

would be logically incoherent.

Second, any ranking method is employqd not as part of a

scientific theory of meaning or logic, but as a piagmatic tool to

aid in the satisfaction of an information need. logical consis-'

tency is not required of many human tasks; satisfactory'performance:

is required.

The Noreault et al. (1977))study referred to is an example

of an empirical examination of a ranking algorithm other than

Sager's and Lockeman's work. No eault et al. found that a completely

automatic a_lgorithm was able to ank the output from Boolean searclies

effectively on probable relevance with no extra user effort and

little incremental system cost. In that stAy the environment of

the ranking algorithm was characterized by Doolean queries created

by an intermediary and a stemmed free text vocabulary from titles

and abitragts with 150 common words removed. The ranking algorithm

consisted of query terms weighted by their number of occurrences

in the query, document terms weighted by their frequency of

occurrence in the title.and abstract, and the cosine correlation

as the. similarity measure.

APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

The approach taken here embodies a philosophy towards the
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study'of document retrieval systems. The study cf information

retrieval is in its infancy. There are fundamental aspects of

computerized document retrieval systems about which little is*

known. Studies of overall system performance and user satisfaction

are of course, valuable. But similar emphasis needs to be placed

on the funceioning of 'various sysiem components.

An emphasis on isolating.and testing specific system

fotponents does not dictate studying each individual component in

an isolated environment. One of the important aspects of this

"research aesign was the plan to isol te, control and vary the

levels of several system component v iables at the same time so'

that main effects and interactions could be studied.

Sager and Lockeman't three component model waq expanded

for this study to include two environmental classes of variables

(Figure 1). Just as it was important to vary the levels at which

ranking algorithm component variables combine so that a statement

could be made about relative ranking algorithm performances

within the parti,pular environment in which they were tested, it:

was'important to test the ranking'algorithm combinations in

various env.ironments.

For example, in .an environment in which all document

representations are the same length, it makes little tense to

employ a term weighting scheme or similarity measure that normalizes

by the length of the document representation. Frequency with which

a term occurs in a document representation is likewise notia
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meaningful variable in a vocabulary of sutject index.terms or

classification codes'assigned by indexers.

Unfortunately, there are too many variables within the

five variable classes in the model and too many levels of all of

these variables/to enCompass in a single comprehensive test.

Further, this is a study of the ranking process, not the entire

retrieval proceds. So, some environmental factors have been

simplified for the study.

%amp%

RESTRICTIONS

The query form used in the study was Boolean queries.

There are several reasons for this. lr The study was designed

to imPact system 'designers working with the current state-of-the

art. The vast majority of operational systems today provide for

Boolean searching. Thus, in terms of query form, our results

should be generalizable to that population. 2) The stUdy measured

the effect of raging algorithms on already formed sets. As

mentioned previously, the natural language ,systems used ranking

algorithms to define these sets. 3) Methodologically, the

measurement of the effectiveness.of competing ranking algorithms

becomes difficult if natural language queries are included. Natural .

language qiieries may retrieve Sets of documents so large that a

cutoff mustsbe used to restrict the number of documents the' user,

has to examine. This poses problems for comparidon of retrieved

sets. Also, no query weighting schemes which required user

assi4ned weights were used.
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The study was performed on a commercially available data

baset Current.Index to Journals in Education. _Document represent-

ation forms were selected from those existing on the data base.

There is always a questior about the generalization of

results obtained from experimentrtion on a single data base..

Cooper (1970) warns information retrieval researchere about the .

excessive number of variables to be considered. Swets" (1967)

observation that.the performance differences between confections

was far greater than those between different retrieval methods

within a collection was noted earlier. One expects_that there

will be no dramatic changes in different collections in the ranking

,algOrithms found most effective. The effects are likely to be

attributable to factors reflected in the dodument representation

variable. 'However, replications in different collections wOuld

lend credence to the stability of the results.

METHODOLOGICAL REQUIREMENTS

fp

' The nature of the dependent variables (performance

measures) used to test the effects of the ranking algorithms is

an important considdration. Any measures used must specifically

measure the ranking algorithms' effect and not reflect other

aspects of the system. The measure should test only the chatge

in orderin4 due to the ranking algorithms. For ese of understanding,

it is alto desirable that the measure be a singleenumber rather

than a curve. The Cbefficient of Ranking Effectiveness (CRE) as

described-in Noreault (1977) was designed for this purpose.
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An essential factor in this study was Syracuse s

Information Retrieval Experiment (SIRE). Its augmented

inverted file design (see McGill et al.1.1976)-allowed

two-step-processing of queries, using a variety of.ranki!

algorithms (QWs, TWs, and SMs). STAIRS has a comparable

capability but is less fie:able in this gegard. Sagpr and

23

Lockeman used STAIRS and were unable to vary QW or SM or use

seven of the 22 TWs thei described (Sager and Lockeman, 1976,

p. 18),

oBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

1) To assess .,the relative effectiVeness of alternative

methods of ranking the output from Boolean queries,

(that is, alternative methdds f predicting the relative

'relevance Of retrieveddocuments). Specifically, .

a) To assess the effectiveness of various term

weighting schemes (within and acrogs DRs)i"

b) To assess the.effectiveness of various

similarity measures (within and across DRs).

00
2)

/
To determine the relative costs of implementing and using

each ranking algorithm (component).
0

.3) To determineopecific file modifications necessary for

Conventional inverted-file systems to implement particular

ranking algorithms.
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Briefly, the:procedures followed in this study were:

1) To secure.the use of a suitable data base. The specifici

of the data base will k. described later in this report.

2) To obtain the cooperation of. a suitable user populaiion. One

hundred seventy three interest statements were acquired.

3) Review the term -weighting schemes and select 4 representativee'

group. Twenty one were finally selected..

4) Review the similarity measures both algebraically and by

similation to select a representative group. Twenty four

. were eventually chosen for inclus*on in the study.

5) The statistical properties-of the text were'calculated to

produce the weighting factors and similarity measureT

6) Charadterietics of the daa base were identified so that

cost data could be acquired.

7) Programs were modified as lecessary.

8) The data base was loaded and preliminary data was collected.

9) Intermediaries were trained to use the system. The intet-

mediaries were kept blind of the system's ranking abilities.

10) Interest statements were obtained from users, and as4igned

to intermediaries.

11) The intermediarieS translated the interest statements ;nto

Boolean queries. The interest statements were translated

into the appropriate document representation.

12) Documents retrieved were merged.and placed into a randomized-

order. This list was given.to the user for relevance

judgements.
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13)- Similarity values were computed between the query and the

docdment. Documents were\then rank ordered.

14) Ranking.effectiveness scores were then calculated.

.15) Cost data for the ranking algotithmswere assembled.

16) Differencv and patterns in the data were searched out. .

17) 'Conclusions were drawn and:appropriate post-hoc comparisons

were performed.

, REVIEW AND SELECTION OF TWs

This section reports on a review of the TWs found in

IR literature and on the selection of a sample of TWs for

inclusion in the experiment phase of the pro*Ject. The experiment

calls for the crossing of TW and SM in the environments of both

c..,DRs described above.

Since Luhn (1957) auggested that a term's frequency of

occurrence in a document might be of value, in addition to its

occurrence, about forty different TWe have been described in IR

oliterature. The pteviously mopt comprehensive list of TWs was

provided by Sager and Lockemann (1976).-

Studies dealing with term weighting have had a variety

of purposes, including recall or precision enhancemfent, selecting

"good!" index 'terms, term clustering, and ranking effectiveness.

The.TWs in these studies (see TW Bibliography) form the population

from which the current work samples.

otor
Certain types of TWs were excluded from consideration.

These include manual weighting (e.g. Maron and Kuhns, 1960),

'4.3trA
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term classification sChemes (e.g. Sparck Jones and Jackson,

-1970), relevance weighting (e.g. Robertson, 1974), use of co-
,

occurience data (e.g. van Rijsbergen, 1977), and methods reqpiring

complex estimation of distribution parameters (e.g.. Harter, 1975).-

The.first three types are not reasonably applicable to state-of-
. .

the-art automatic IR systems.. The latter two'have potential

applicaiion, but are excluded from the prepent study because of

their complexity and the effort required"to implement ind execute

them on an'oRerational system.

.Even with the restrictions above, over thirty unique TWs

were found. These measures differ on three basicIdimensions:
*a.

11 The use of frequency information as opposed to binary

(presence/absence) information about terms occurrences.

.TWs Using frequency irformation are labelled "P" on Table

1 below.

2) Consideration of document length, (labelled "D").

3) Consideration of collection frequency, (labelled "C").

Table 1 contains a list of the major'TWs considered. They

vary as desdribed above, as well is in the measures used to

represent the component terms, operators connecting the terms,

and scaling factors. The TWs in the literature have been based

on theoretical grounds; the terms of the measure 'are related in

order to represent theoretically defined relations. Yet the matrix

olt possible permutations of the terms is rather well filled. in.

Thus it seemed appropriate to define some new TWs to fill gaps
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in the matrix. Also, some obvious iimilifications are

-.suggested.

Table 1 ináludes a reference for each TW, where

appropriate, and the TW's form on the three dimensions. Other

comments about each TW are reported, including reasons for the

TW's inclusion (denoted by an *) or exclusion from the sample

.for experimentation. The sample was designed to allow

generalizability to the population of TWs identified.

In addition to the specific results mentioned in Table 1,

some generaI tendencies har been noted. ColZection frequency

has been successful, while*the effects of within document.

frequency and document length have been ambiguous (Sparck

Jones, 1973). Both TW specific and TW class differences

were examined in the present study.

e,
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REVIEW AND SELECTION ,OF SMs

SKs that potentially could be used to rank documents
S.

which have been retrieved by a Boolean query include any function

which assigns a number to a pair of vectors based on their

similarity. Selecting a representative sample of SMs presents

more difficulties than does the selection of TWs. The main

reason for this is that very few of the SMs advocated for Use

in IR have been created for the purpose of measuring the similarity

of documents to queries, and very few actually have been used to

rank order documents for output.

The SKs reviewed here are those that have been proposed or

used for some IR activity, or are closely related to such measures

in form or by reference. Many of the SMs come from the tield of

Numerical Taxonomy. Of these, some have ;peen used for various

purposes in IR, such as computing the similarities between terms
to^

or between documents for clustering.

Before selecting SMs for experimentation, it was useful

to assemble a list of potential SMs. Ot course, this list is

not exhaustive, since the SMs come from such a diversity of areas.

4
It was meant to be comprehensive in terms of those SKs mentioned

in the context of IR, with certain restrictions. Certain types

of SMs were excluded, namely those which are explicitly for

measuring the similarity between groups (e.g. clusters of

documents measures requiring the changing of the nature of the

-attribue space (e.g. measures dependent op a factor analysis),
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measures. that place eacivitem in a category rather than assign

a score-to each itemf-and iterative methods. This is not a

major constraint since it leaves Wfthin our domain a rich

population of SKs to which we can generalize.

A list of sixty-seven SMs is in Table 2. SMs marked by

a. + or an @ were used in the clustering analyses described

below. SMs marked by an * were selected for the main experiment.
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MEIN

5 0

TABLE 2

r-

REFERME COMMENTS

Lerman (1970) Geometric mean. Modified
correlation coefficient.
Equivalent to 11.

van Rijsbersen Distance conversion of
(1975) Dice's sM. (#15).

Monotonic with #15.

Lerman (1970) Russell and Rao's.
Equivtlent to 02.

Jones and
Curtis (1967)

. Recall of Y for X. If
la+el C la+bl then it
is equIvalent to #27.
For binary data is
monotonic with #1.

5 ig
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FORMULA

22b) S
a

sy + b

T
, I t

(
EX

EX Y rx.t 1

1%.

g 23) $ (__e__)P (__a1-Pa+b a+ c

B 24) .S * Ma
zY (a + b)(a + c)

M a25) Say 144 (a + b)(a + c)

1 2
11( a - -)

*i4B 26) S 2

zY (a + b)(a + c)

M(EX Y -
1 2

i 2

(IX
1
Y
1
+ EXIY )(rX Y + EX Y'

TABLE 2

-

44rf

REFEREICE

Jones and
Cartis (1967)

Jones and
Curtis (1967)

Ball-(1965)

Ball (1965)

Jones and
'Curtis (1967)

Recall of X for Y.

If Atioel 140bl

then it is equivalent
to #27. For binary data -

is monotonic witlt #2..

General form.

tocheilland

Equivalent to #1.

Abraham's. Equivalent
to. #1.
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TABLE 2

E (X , Yi)
IV 27) S 0 min

xy min (:X )

28) S Z1
xy

llj 7i!

R

Z('
12

in (X
i

Y )

max (X
*@ii- 29) S

i

xy

'0+ 30) s N(N-1) t:KiYi
KY 2

2Mx2
31) S . --4111.1_212C..:5)

2

xy
2Mx2.500 - Z(X

51

4

REMENCE

; Sager and

Lockemann (1967)

Sneath and
Sokal (1973)

Reitsma'and

Sagabrn (1968)

Sager (1976)

a

COPOtENTS

It

Overlap. If Ia+bl 140c1
then it is equivalent to
122e. If la+bI c la+cl
then it is equivalent
to 22b.

Cover R * the maximum
value of term i,in any
document.

N number of shared,
terms. For binary data
is equivalent to #2.

Sennet and Spiegel.
N number of documents
in collection.

Sneath and Cattell's Pattern.
.Sokal (1973) Similarity. Found monotonic

with #7 in binary simulation.
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FORMUIA

ors

-.TABLE 2

MOW W Oe MI

REFERENCE COMMENTS

+ Y
1
)$

1
IV+ 32) Szy

2N Reitsma and Average weight of shared
Sagalyn (1960_ terms.

. 0 1 if X
I

0 and Y
I

> 0,

0 0 otherWise.
N pumber of shared terms.
for binary vectors is
equivalent to 12.

tx4Y4 Cl

+0 33) S Italtsa Indz ZX1 + EY - EX
1
Y

Sagalyn (1968)

a
34) S

Ey a + b + c

II 35) S a
ry a + b + c

EX
1
Y
1

III 36) Sly -2
2

EX
I

4. EY
I

X Yh

56

Sneath and
Sokal (1973)

Parker-Rhodes Needhdm. .

Found monotcnic with #I5
for binary si=lation.
For binary data, is
equivalent to 134.

Jacsard's. Intersection
divided by Vniebq For
binary data is monotonic
with #15.

Tague (1966) Doyle's. Equal to 034.

Sager and
Lockemann (1976)

Tanimoto's. For binary
data is equivalent to
133 and #34.

57
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+ 37) Say N N
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+II

38
) S
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PLImax(a4-4, 140

\

(
EX

i
Y
1

- EX'Y' - r.X'Y EX Y.ii ii I .

46Mmax(F.X1Y1 +-AlY1. ZX Y + .,-.X1Y)

WU 2

.14

- Im I II

.

REFERENCE COMMENTS

Keitsma and Interpretation of #33
Sagalyn (1968) for weighted v_ectóra,

monotonic with" #15..

Kuhns (1965) Rectangular.distance
above independence.'
Found monotonic with #1
in binary simulation.

2(ad bc)+3 39) S
xY m2

2(EX Y EX'Y ZX'Y EX Y')

14+13 40)
s2(ad - bc)

ay M(2 a + b + c)

Kuhns (1965) Separaion above
independence.' Monotonq
with #11.

Kuhns (1965) j Coefficient.ofethe
Artihmetic*Mean

MOM I ladiailp;:",.,

(

2(EX
1
Y Err - :X'Y Ei Y') \

10

M(2EX
1
Y
1
+ :X'Y + EX Y')

'' .

cc'
A.

.00 A

I.
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2(ad - bc1
11 41) S

XY
M)11341174T

+5 42)

+11 43) S
xY 2

Itsmiuc(a+b - 4+11)2 9 a + c - leSAL)
M

(
E X Y rivy' - EXeY EX Ye11 11 ii i ia

MAITT-747.57TR1 ETT-TTarY11 1 Li i 1 i

UI ad-be

N min(a+b ja±1212._
m a (a402+c

'

e.

TABLE 2

rx-y Extv EXPY EX Ye1 1

S.

REFERENCE COMMENT&

Kuhns (1965)

4

Kuhns (1965)

14 laln(EX
1

Yi+EXeYi 1

ad - bc

(ER Y +X'Y ) 2

Pt

11
to EX Y + EX Ye

i

UI

6t)

EX
1
Y
1

EX'/Y' EXPY EX Ye
- i 1 i

(EX
1
Y + EX Ye
1 1i

Kuhns (1965)

$1-mmx(EX.Y1 + EXiYi
. L

(EX Y 1"X'Y )
2

ii 11Tit EX Y + EX Yeit

Angle between vectors
above independence. For
binary data is monotonic
wlth #1.

-^

Probability dixberence 2
above independence. Found
'monotonic with #11 in
binary simulation.

)/

Probability difference 1
'above dependence.

Found monotonic with 17
in binary simulation.

(EX
1
Y + EX

1
Ye)

2
1 1
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ef$ 44) S
ly

via

( 'EX
1
Y
i

EX'Y' - /EX' Y :X Y

,../EX
Y
1

EX'Y + AX'Y EX Y'
i 1 1 1

ad - be
4.11 45) S 'xy M. min(a + b,.a + c)

18 46) S

(a+b)(a+c) (2a+b+e istk/144..si)xy m(1 -
a

EX
1
Y
i

EX'Y' -iEX'Y a Ye,
i 1 1 1 i

\st M min(:2C Y + ZX'Y EX Y + Y')11

id- bc

TABLE 2

2

EX
1
Y - E

i
X'Y' EX'Y
i 11

LEFERENCE

Kuhns (1965)

Kuhns (1965)

CCMMENTS

Yule's coefficient of
colligation. Pound
very similar to #12 in
both simulations.

Conditional probability
above independence.
Found monotonic with #Il
in binarY simulation.

Kuhns (1965) Proportion of overlap
above independence:.

EX Y
1

(EX Y + LX'Y
1
)(EX +11 1 1 i 1

r)1 1 1 i 1
)

14

V.

g
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47)

48}

49)

50)

TABLE 2

ad - be

REFERENCE

Kuhns (1965)

,ANE,

\

Sneath and
Sokal (1973)

Orlocci (1969)

Orlocci (1967)

S
3cY (a+b)(a+c)

(:

IXIY1 Ey; ErlYi tyi)
(EX Y '+ EX'Y ) (EX Y. + 2X Y') /ii ii La iii

S MInM+ alna + blnb + eine +xy

dlnd (o+b)In (a+b) - (a+c)ln (a+c)-

(b+d)ln (b+d) (c+aln (c+d)

S (MlnM + alna + blnb + eine +
xy

0.6d (a+b)ln (a+b) (a+c)ln (a+c) -

(b+d)ln (b+d) - (c+d)ln (e+d))/(HIM:-

alna - blob - chic - dlnd)

S )/1 - (1 -xy 1(X,Y)

COMMENTS

Index of Independence.
For binary data is
monotonic with 11.

Mutual Information of
X and Y. I (X;Y) equals
I (X)'+ I (Y) - (X,Y)
where I (X) information
om6X, I (X,Y) joint'
information on X and Y.
Not readily applicable
,to weighted vectors.

Ratio of mutual to joint
information. Equals
I(X;Y)/I(X,Y). Not
readily applicable to
weighted vectors.

Rajski's Coherence
Coefficient. Not
readily applicable to
weighted vectors.

aal
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N n m
/ (IX 1y)

ial ik
4% 51)

jk

xy
N n M

( i( X41." )4 *
k01 101 k01 J"

100 ES(X Y
I
) 10 EX Y EX

I
Y
I1/11+ 52) S

xy log P(i) log P(i)

Cif.)

TABLE- 2

log P(I)

REFERENCE CON.MENTS

sa

Where: N 0 number of
documents In collection.
n 0 number of tarr.s in
document (X). m nu=ber
of terms in Ottery (Y).
X
ik

frequency of docu-

ment (X)'s lth ter= in
document K. Angle between
average term of dec=ent
and average term of query
over space defined by
documents. Requires ex-
cessive computation.

Where .

0 I. if X 0 < Y
I

0 otherwise. P(i)

number of postings of term
I. For binary data is
equivalent to 110.
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TO! wIllA

+8 53) S
xy (a+b)(a+c)(b+d)(e+d)

'Mc ;Ma (a+b)(a+c)
M 2

# 54)

REFERENCE COMMENTS

Jones and Stile's. For binary
Curtis (1467) data is equivalent to
.leitsma and #5 and f4.

M 2 Sagevn (1968) .

(

/
.M(IM:XiYi- (:XiYi+EXpri)(EXiYi+EXiYpi -T,)

(EX Y +ZX'Y
i
)(:X Y 4-2X

i
Y')(EX'LY

i
+EX'r)ax V +EX'ii Y')li i ii i

NEXiYi :Xi EY
22

It M2
4M(1

144 ; 144 I Tr

1
.

Reitsma and Their interpretation of
EX

2
EY

2
112 EY

2
Sagalyn (1968) #53 for weighted vectors.

t i 1 t 1% tLm il
GM IA

'144' '144' '-- 144' "" 144'

if 55) I)

xy I E(X Y )' Sncath and
Sokal (1973)

Euclidean distance.
Hinkowski 2. Equivalent

to EX2+2Y2-2/EX2-EX1 COS
I 1 I xy

and EX2 + 11/2 2EX Y .
1 1 I

Found monotonic with #314
in both simulations.

P
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44 56) Day 0 E1X

57) Day Tit r xi - Yi I

1 rt*0 58) D
zy M i 1

1 .59) D

60) D
i
(x )

2
zy

61) D (E(X
1 1

)Pi
1/P

ay

TABLE 2

I.

REFERENCE

Sneath and
Sokal (1973).

Sneath and
Sokal (1973)

Sneath and
Sokal (1973)

Sneath and
Sokal (1973)

Cormack (i971)

Sneath and
Sokal (1973)

COR1ENTS

City Block distance.
*Minkowskl I. For
binary data is equiva-
lent to 055.

Ilean Character Difference.
Equivalent to 056.

Average Distance.

Euclidean Distance Average.
Equivalent to 055.

General Eaclidean Distance
Form. W can equal 1.. or

1 1
2 ' Or Max(X

ij
- Yo

1

for all j.

General Minkowski Form.

0
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FORMUIA

WER + 1,:(Xt - x )i
.4. 62) S

xY IER + .7.(37-fiTz

1

REFERENCE

Cormack (1971)

lit Ti!

st=h4;13)

s
e +

63) D
ItY

rt(x
I

y )4)

x y
*e+ 64) D AL u_i_.._ix2

KY M

++8 65 D 0
b c

xy 2a + b + c

a +d-b- c+B 66) Sxy a+d+b+ c

(,

EX,Y1 + :NY; - EX'Y -
a 1
EX Y + -X.Y1 + ZX'Y

i
+

I I I i

+II 67) S 40
a d

zY a + 2b + 2c d

I fto EX
i
Y +

i

EX Y + 47-3-Yr.r.I i/

Sneath and
Sokal (1973)

Sneath and
Sokal (1973)

S.

COMMENTS

Coefficient of Nearness.
Equivalent to 055.

Found monotonic with 07
In binary simulation.

Canberra Distance
For binary Is equivalent
to 07. .

Coefficient of Diver-
gence. For binary data
is monotonic with 07
and 063.

Nonmetric Coefficient.
Equal to 020. For
binary data is equiva-
lent to 020, #15.

Lerman (1970) Harman's. Equal to 014.

Sneath and
Sokal (1973)

Rogers and TanImoto's.
Monotonic with f9
and 07.



Pis marked by a B are designed for use on binary vectors.

Binary measures are described in terms of tha twtp-brtwo table'

shown below. (Table )).

1

*where,

52

a ge X4Ye
101 ' X 1 if Doc x contains term 11

X'Y

0 otherwiseEY I
i I X' 0 1 if X 0 01Jul

0 if X 0 1
EY'

Y 1 if Query Y contains term 1c / X
1Y 0 otherwise

101

S.

EX EX'

M4. I XI
imi a

YI 0 1 if Yi 0
0 if Y 0

1
M 0 number of terms in Index

Below many of the binary measures appears a generalizei

version intended for use on weightetl vectors. ,The translation I.

not always obviou (cf. Reitsms end Sagalyn, 1968). In each case

the weighted version was constructed so that the binary measure is

especial case of the weighted version and-so that the characteristia,

of similarity being measured are preserved as mrh es possible.

The first point means that when applied to binary vectors, the

binary SM and its generalized counterpart produce equivalent

yawn. The second point refers to the intended behavior of the

SM. For example, a + b + c + &could be interpreted as a con-

stant, M, or as in additive function of the vector lengths, IXI

and IYI. In such cases, an attempt was made to preserve the In-

tention of the binary SM.
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A reference is also given for each SK. This reference

is either-to the measure's introduction or to a discussion.or

analysis of the measure. Preference was given to more accessible

sources.

The SKs listed in Table 2 maybe divided into four types

following the typology of Speath and Sokal (1973). "Association

coefficients" work with qualitative data and measure same

variant of the amount of agreement betweeil the two itemil. The

binary SMs discussed above fall under this heading.

"Correlation coefficients" covers such measures as the

Pe4rson Product Moment Correlation and the cosine correlation.

Such SKs measure proport onality and departure from independence.

"Distance measures obviously measure dissimilarity,

small!r values indicating greater similarity. The notion of

distance implies a space in which distance is measured. The

distance measures described here do not necessarily obey the

rules of Euclidean spaces. Distance SKs are denoted by a "Dxy"

instead of an "Sxy" on Table 2.

"Probability coefficients" treat the likelihood of

agreements as well as the presence o r knt of agreement as

considered by the other measures. Such Ms include information

,theoreatic values.

After compiling this list, it was desirable to narrow it

down to a group of approximately twenty for the main experiment.
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Comparison by inspection and simple algebraic manipulation

enabled some reduction of the list. Same formulas were found

to be identical, having been described in the literature by

different names or different terminology (see example No. 34 and

No. 35). Other pairs were found to have joint monotonicity,

(i.e. the rankings they produce are identical). .SMs No. 3 and

No. 2 are examples of this. Many relationships among SMs were

more subtle. Two simulation studies were run to identify,

a) pairs of SMs which are monotonic even though this might not

be obvious through algebraic comparison, and b) clusters of SMs

which tend to prodUce similar rank orderings of documents.

The first simulation used binary information about the

presence of terms in documents (i.e. TW No. 1). This limited

the conclusions that could be drawn from this study, but simplified ,

tit considerably. An aim of this simulation was to decrease the

number of SMs considered to be unique. Specifically, if a measure

which was intended for use on binary data was found to produce

identical or similar rank orderings to another binary SM or to

an SM intended for weighteld vectors, then a binary SM could be

drmed from further analysis. In the first case, there is not

sufficient reason for translating an SM beyond its intended

application if it is not even unique within its own sphere. In

the second case, the binary SM is found to be a special case of

a more general SM.

The simulated products of these two simulation studies

were the document orderings that would be produced by the various
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SMs. For the first simulation, an artificial binary term-by-

document matrix was constructed. This matrix consisted of a

simulated sample of fifty "documents" and fifty "terms". The

presence/absence data was created using mra ehumbers. The

numbers were drawn from distributions appro

:

imately the same as

those observed in the free text DR of the CIJE data base. Thus,

the parameters describing the indexing breadth and depth of the

simulated sample approximate those of the CIJE data base.

The first simulation consisted of submitting "queries"

(artificially constructed to have the same distribution of words

as would be found normally), and determining the rank orderings

of the fifty documents that would be produced by the various SMs.

These orderings were compared by computing rank order correlations

between the ordered lists produced by each pair of SMs. These

correlations were averaged over fifteen simulated queries.

The pattern of correlations can be seen in the graph

below, (Figure 4).



CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SMs

BASED ON BINARY SIMULATION OF 15 QUERIES

FIGURE 4

221),293,

(7,14,31,43,62,63,64166,6D

15,16,17,33,37,65

(.12111:)
30

(74)
(511F) (-5?

56

* Each set of circled number(s) represents one unique SM.

Edges represent correlations .7.
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These correlations depart slightly from the central aim

of the study. They are based on a ranking of all fifty

(simulated) sample documents, whereas the main study is only

concerned with ranking documents which fulfill the logic Of a

query. In practice this means ranking documents that at least

have one term in common with the query. Same SKs differed in

this simulation only on documents which would not normally be'

retrieved. In these cases, the SKs were grouped as equivalent.

The effect of this difference is that*the corre ations are

generally lower ttigin they woUld 4e under retrieved set ranking.

Some SMs Otos. 6, 26, 48, 49, 50, 51, 58) had

conspicuously low (near zero) correlations with all other SMs.

As a result of the analyses to this point, twenty-nine unique

SM types may be described. These are listed in Table 3. Same

SMs listed as unique were found to have very high or perfect

correlations with other SKs in the binary simulation. SMs

designed for weighted vectors were retained because they might

differ more when weights are used. Note that SMs such as Nos.

40, 44, 12 and 4 (5, 53) are considered dnique at this point,

despite high correlations, because of potential differences on

weighted vectors.



UNIQUE SMs AFTER BINARY SIMULATION,

TABLt 3

58

SM No. (Others Monotonic With It)

,r

1

2
4
6
7

(13,
(3,
(5',

(8,

19, 22, 24, 25, 38, 41,
21, 22b)
53)

9, 10, 14, 43, 66, 67)

47)

11 (39, 42, 45)
12
26
27
28
29
30

* 31
32 (15; 16, 17, 20, 33, 34, 35, 37, 6i3P
40
44
46
48
49
50
51
52 (18) .

54
55 (59, 62)
56 (57)
.58
63
64

4

* Found monotonic with No. 55 in weighted simulation.

AP
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In Table 3, the Ms presented outside the parentheses

are either unique, or represent several SMIs which are

equivalent, but, as a group eve unique from other'SMS. The

SMs representing groups were selected on the basis of .gen-

erality (general over Boolean) and ,Ompiliational

a

A second simulation study was Emrformed using frequency

information (TW No. 6) instead of binary information (TW No.

r). The frdqt:lency information itwt added to the fifty-by--

fifty matrix used previously in such a way so as to model

the term frequency distributions of the CIJE data base.

Again, ,the correlation between the document'orderings crekted

by the SMs-were averaged over fifteen simulated queries.

This simulation study looked for relationships among

the heretofore unique Ws. The correlations obtained in

this study were much lower; very few were as great as ge4.

Based on these low correlations, we may cOnclude that the

document orderings produced by these Ws were different

from each other.

Two relationships were observedoin the second simulation

which helped seleCt a sample for later experimentation.

SM No. 50 which was not includedin the first iimulation,

was found equivalent to Wo. 3i Also4 MS No. 12 and No. 44

again displayed a very strong correlation 0.9).
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This left twenty eight SMs in the sample. For reasons

such as high correlation or computational complexity, sons

of these SMS were excluded from the sample used for further

experimentation, bringing the sample size to twenty-four.

Inclusion and reasons for exclusion are noted in Table 2.
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DESCRIPTION AND LOADING

OF THE DATA BASE

INTRODUCTION .

This section describes the data base and each of the

document representations used for this study. The data base

is a subset of the ERIC C1JE (Current Index to Journals in

Education). The document representations chosen were (1) .

terms from the title and annotation, and (2) the ERIC

descriptors for each document. These representations were

selected as representatives of those available in commercial

data bases. .

Additionally, this report presents a comparison of the

CPU use and storage requirements for the loading of the data

base. 4his is the computer costs for construction of the

dictionary to make the system available online. None of the

computer or labor costs involved in the construction of the

data base are included.

Description of Data Base

The data base for this project consisted of 10885

records from CIJE. The selected records are from four

clearinghouses:i Tests, Measurement and Evaluation (TM),

information Resources (IR). Educational Management (EA), and

Teacher Education (SP). At the time of acquisition (August
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1978) these were the most recent records availabe from ERIC

in 1,\ih of the clearinghouses.

The distribution Of the records among the (.16aringhouses

is:
% of Total Records

EA 31.8 3461

IR a 26.9 2928

SP 28.8 3135

TM 12.5 1361

TABLE 4

RECORDS IN DATA BASE BY CLEARINGHOUSE

These reflect the proportion of the ERIC CIJE data base,

developed blceach of the clearinghouses. Records were selectqd;

by identifying those develived by the four clearinghouses

over the perioa of the previous 24 months. No other selection

criteria Were used.

Each of the document representations, controlled des-

criptors and free text, was used to create a separate inverted

file. The free terms, from title and abstracts, were compared

to a stop list containing about 150 common terms and then the

remaining terms were stemmed (TARS, 1976). The stemming

algorithm reduces the number of free terms. This in turn

reduces the need to identify all work variations for

retrieval. Controlled descriptors were used as developed by
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the ERIC professionals. For purposes of system compatability,

imbedded blanks were removed. E.,:ch controlled cescrir was

truncated at 24 characters. Thiii insured the uniqUeness of

each descriptor. This same process was conducted at the tima

Of the search and was transparent to the intermediary.

Statistics describing the characteristics of the data base

for the controlled and free terms are presented in Table 5.

Controlled Free

*Average number of terms in a record 6.45 20.39

Average number of unique terms in
. a record 6.45 16.77

Average number of postings in a term 18.21 17.6.2

Number of unique terms 3855 10361

TABLE 5

DESCRIPTION OF DATA BASE BY REPRESENTATION

Construction of the Inverted Files

As noted earlier, an inverted file was constructed for

both the controlled descriptors and free text locument

representations. These files were constructed using SIRE

(Syracuse Information Retrieval System). SIIRE (McGill et al,

1976) was developed at the School-of Information Studies for

experimental use. This sectiOn will explain the process used

in constructing the inverted files.
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SIRE uses a three-step process in building the inverted,

fa
1. Each record id processed sequentially, producing a

dictioriary of the terms in that record. The output

from this.step is a file in which each record consists

of a term, frequency of the term in document, and document

number. Other strill files are peoduced at this.point

which cbntain pointers and document length. The SIRE

program which accomplishes this is READINASee Figure 5).

2. The next process is to sort the file produced by READIN

into kphabetic4 order oh the term field. This ktep is

accomplished by two programs, SORT and MERGE. (See

Figure 6).

3. The final step is to use the sorted file tO1produce'an

inverted file. The program to accomplish this is
MAKDIC. (See Figure 7).

These processes were used to construct the inverted file

for tne\free terms. Modification of the process was required

for the controlled terms since SIRE was designed to hardle

individual terms with a length of up to 12 characters. Since

controlled terms were often phrases or combinationd Of words,

more than 12 characters were needed to assure thaIleach con-

trolled term had a unique representation. This required

inserting a new step between READIN and MERGE/SORT which

converted the controlled terms into codes and constructed a

SI)
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cohversion table. This conversion:program is to be called

CONiUM.
4

Comparison of Construction Times

The CPU usage and total cost for each of the'programs

used in the construction of iheginvertedpfile are provided in

Table 6. These figures are Most useful for comparison of

relative costs of the two document representlions. Actual

costs are dependent on the particular configuration and.

characteristics of the computer installation. III particular,

the cost of this SORT procedure is inflated since the SORT

and MERGE uTre written locally and are less efficient than

commercially available packages. All programs are written in

SAIL (Stanford Artificial Intelligence Langua0), an ALGOL-60

variant, on a DEC-I0.'

The comparison of the controlled and free text shows

that the controlled is less expensive to build and'store.

Specifically, only 60% of the CPU time and 90% of the space

to store the dictionary were used for the. ,:nntrolled descriptors

as compared to the free text.

The controlld vocabulary is a less expensive repre4

sentation4 in terms of computer usage, than is the free text.

Computer costs for building and maintaining a document

representation based on free text would be greater than thoie

for a document representation based'on controlled terms.



Controlled

READIN 210 A
c

CONNUM 267

SORT 264.58

MERGE 44.69

MAICDIC 7.66

Free

460.33

667.16

169.87

16.97

Total 793.93 1314.33

PRQCESSING TINE

Free

TABLE 6

FOR FILE CONSTRUCTION
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CPU time
in seconds.

4

File Sizes (36 Woids)

Variable Fixed Total

85,632 1,105,430 1,1014062

213,632 1,105,430 1,319,062

TABLE 7

COMPARISON OF FILE SIZES

The fixed file size includes pointer files and ihe

CIJE data base source. The variable file size is the inverted

file, which will be different for the different representations.
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File is in order of increasing
. document number. Within a
document each term occurs only
once and records are in alphabetic
order on terms.

FIGURE 6, OUTPUT FROM Mr-lE/SORT
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COLLECTING INTEREST STATEMENTS

The Computer Index to Journals in Education is a data

base with a broad group of potential users. By selecting the

clearinghouses on'Tests, Measurements, and Evaluation,

Educational Management, Information Resources, and Teacher

Education, the group of potential users was liarrowea

considerably. The final users were from.Syracuse University,

Cornell University, and the local Syracuse geographic area.

They included students, faculty, and local professionals.

/n order to assure the users of complete anonymity, no

specific demographic data were collected.

Users were individuals witactual information require-

ments. A psuedo-service was estaJlished and apOropriate

announcements were made of its availability in classrooms,

through mailings, and by word'of mouth. A copy o he

announcement flier is included in Appendix B. Information

request statements were collected on the request forms

included in Appendix B. The forms were acquired from 25

October, 1978 through 15 February, 1979. A total of one

hundred seventy-threi information request s,tatements were

received, searched, and sent back to the user for relevance

judgments. One hundred forty were returned with completed

relevance j4dgments for a response rate of 80.9%.

The study required a comparison of representations and

a measure of t4system's ability to rank relevant documents
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within a retrieved set. If a specific retrieval set contains

only relevant documcits, then one is unable to measure an

lalgorithm's ability to place relevant Jocumenta beforö non-

relevant documents. The same is true for a search which

retrieves no relevantsdocuments. Thus for the purpose of

this study, in order for a query to be useable, one relevant

and one non-relevant document had to be retrieved from eadh-

representation. Of the 140 searches which were returned with

relevance judgments, 68 had at least one relevant and one non-

relevant document in each representaildn.- Thus, 48.5% af

the completed searches with relevance judgments were useable

fot the study of ranking algorithms.

A sample of the returned output along with the

instructions to users for relevance judgments is included

in Appendix B.

INTERMEDIARIES Aigo SEARCHING

The three intermediaries were selected because they are

professional searchers. At the beginning of the study, each

intermediary had been searching the entire ERIC data base for

at least one year. The intermediaries were given a brief

training sem:J.0n on the use of the SIRE system And a onekpage

description of the appropriate commands for thiO, study

(Appendix A). These instructions did not include any des-

cription of SIRE's ranking capability nor any of the natural

llnguage features for searching. Thus the searchers were kept
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unaware of the goal of the study and were unable to use tech- air

niques which might have contaminated the study. Searchers were

instructed to perform high recall searches.

Each information request form was duplicated so that it

dould be sent to one intermediary for searching in the con-

trolled vocabulary and to one for searching in the free term

vocabulary. The information requests were assigned randomly

to the intermediaries. Each intermediary was instructed to-
. <-
conduct a search in the appropriate vocabulary, controlled or

free. Sy random selection, sixty eight information requests

were searched-by the same intermediary in both the free and

the controlled vocabulary. Each of the remaining one hundred

five was searched by different intermediaries in each of the
'

vocabularies. Twenty three queries in the free representation

and twenty seven queries in the controlled representation were

andomly selected for reliability checks. Each of these
a

'information request statements was samitted to all of the

intermediaries for a consistency check on performance. The

documents retrieved by the originally designated intermediary

were returned to the user for relevance judgments. Documents

retrieved by the remaining two intermediaries were used for an

examination of the overlap of the document sets.

The output forms returned to users for relevance

judIments were limited to fifty documents. The thirty three

queries Oat retrieved more than fifty documents were reduced

to fifty by randomly selecting from those documents in the



full retrieved set. The retrieved output was placed,in a

random order prior to return to the user to control for any

order effect. A statistiCal test for orIer effect was

conducted. For all practical purposes nc correlation was

found. The correlation between position on the list and a_

positive relevance judgment was .01.

In most cases retrieved output was hand delivered 4.0 the
e

user. Some output was mailed And in some instances, it was

picked up directly from the office. A form letter was developed

requesting the return of the evaluated output after:a reasonable

period of time had passed and the relevance judgment had not

been returned. This is included in Appendix B. This proved

to be an effective means of increasing the return. Sixty two

reminder letters were sent out, resulting in the return of

thirty nine evaluated output forms or 62.9% of the reminders

resulted in returned forms.

Users were asked to evaluate each retrieved reference

on a scale of / to 4, where 1 indicated direct relevance to

the information request, and 4 indicated no relevance to the

information request.

The data required for this study were the output documents

and the associated relevance judgments. Each information request

was kept as an independent unit. For each request, data was

captured.indicating the documents retrieved, the relevant

documents, the non-relevant documents, and any documents which4

04

I.

%ft9t)-



were not returned to the users. Relevance informationewas

stored as the original 1 to 4 values assigned by the user.

HoweVer, for the study this information was dichot zed to

indicate the relevance 64.1d non-relevance of a docdkent to a

particuXar requeii.

QUERi PROCESSING

72

Query processing included the acquisition of interest

statements, clerical procedures prior to sending the information

request to intermediaries, the actual processing (searching)

by the intermediaries, computer programs to collect d

rearrange the references, preparation of the output and judgment

information, deliveiy of the references to the users for eval-,

uation, and return to the project office for input. The

results of this entire process were the data required for an

analysis of the ranking algorithms. Thus, the key factors

are the requests and the characteristics of the output

devel6ped from the requests.

To characterize the requests and the output, ofie begins

with the form of the requestE. Each user was regualsted to

submit a two or three sentence statement in plain English\

describing their information need. In fact, most requestel

were two qr three sentencese.with the outliers ranging 'f-rom

a few descriptive words (as if selected from a controlled

vocabulary) .to as many as ten sentences. Each information
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request form was delivered to the appropriate randomly
s.

seledted intermediary. There was nodiregt'contact between

the intermediary and the user..- Zilch request was processed

according to.the preVious instructions and when the izttE

mediary was satisfied with the output, the search was

terminated. No controls were put on the length'of the search,

either -in time or numbLeof conunands.

.f

The data in Table 8 shows the operational character-
.

istics of the seardh process. The average number of references

retrieved in.response to.an infoxmation request was:18.7.. This

ranged from searches which,' retrl eyed 0 items to those whiph

retrieved 170 items.

In the free-representation, 17 of the.55 useable, queries

retrieved.more than 50 documents or 63.6% of the queries

retrieved 50 or les& documents. SO% retrieved 55 or ieWer

'do rents and'8941% retrie%;ed 72 or fewer documents. The
4

.30

controlled representation shows there were 68 useable queries

with 35 or 51.5% retrieving 50 or fewei documents. 80.9%'

retrieved 72 or fewer documents and.09.7% retrieired 103 or

less documents. Inere is a major difference between ode

searcher and the other two searchers in terms of the number of

items retrieved. Searchers A and B retrieved an.average.oi.

IA 3 documents per query while Searcher C retrieved an avdrage

af 7.3. Thus Searcher C retrieyed 69.9% fewer docuMents on'

the average than either Searcher' A or B.

;



Difference
Difference . in RelevantNumber Between Betweenof Average -Controlled Average Controlled. Searchee ,Betrieved, and Free Relevant and Free

Difference
in Precision
Between

Controlled
Precision . and Free

Free 27 25..1 +5.3 7.6 +0.6 .37 -.04A Controlled 25 19.8 7.0 .41,Total 52 - 27.6 7.3 .39

'Free
, 28 29' +6.3 8.4 -.0.7 .34 -.21B Cpntrolled 26 - . 220 9.1 .55Total 54 26 8.7 .42

Free, t 25 7.3 0.0' 2.7 -1.0 .40C Controlled- 27 7.3 3.7 .54Total 52 7.3 .3.2 .47

a.

TABLEi

SUMMARY OF SEARCH CHARACTEP-STICS

41
ithr
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On the other,hand,"the total precision performante Uwe.;
'vary by only SBA. The cOclusion is that there is a.signifiaant

difference in the documents.retriev,ed by the intermediaries, but

the difference in performancetmeasures is.siight.

The searchers differed significantly in their perf6rmance

when examinell by representation. Searchers A and B clearly

retrieved more documents in the free representation than in the-

controlled-.

sentations.

Searcher C performed idefttitally in both repre-

4;wevexl.the number of releyant retrieved documente

'allows that searchers B and C were able to use the controlled
6

representation more effectively.
A

The lack qf agreement4among documeRts retrieved across

across representations and searcheis clearly does not affect the

precision achieved by tae intermediaries. Fiecision ranged from

.34 to .54. Within the free representation, the observed prec-

.ision ranged- froM .34 to .4C. Within the controlled represen:.

tation precision ranged from .41 to 54. The controll repre- r

sentation provided consistently better precision in this study

with a searcher difference between representations ranging from

.04 to .21. One a priori factor constant among the intertkediaries

is their previous expeiience with the ERIC controlled vocabu-

lary. This may influence the direction and/or the magnitude

of the observed data.

To examine differences in the documents retrieved bi

searchers, an overlap study Oes conducted using the 33 queries

identified for the reliabilAy data. The results of this

study are shown in Table 9.
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a

Representation' Same

0
Frqp and Controlled Different

a

TULE 9
. .4 .

OVERLAP PERCENTAGES

4-0ARCHER

e.J. Different

The observed oveilap is very small. iin fact, these
.

4gures could, be explained by chance. Sy dhance is meant-
)

that the representations are independent with respect to.their

descriptions of relevant dopmen41 and their descriptions of

non-relevant document6. sThat is, both representations may

perform similarly in discriminating the relevant from the non-

relevant documents. Howevere.within relevant or non-relevant

subsets there is no rilationship betwee, the way the documults .

are described. It is 'as if retrieval using either representation

Was'done,by ranclomly sampling from the same sets of relevant gnd
1

non-relevant documents. Thus'different sets of d'Ocumerits (but
6

the same kelcvant/non-relevant,peicentages) are retrieved by .

each. Another explanation may.be that the.representations are

systematically different. That ii, a searcher knowing.that one

/4the other representatión is being used, will systematically

retrieveldifferent docamepts.. The.data.from this study does

not allow for an,in-depth examination of tfiese findings.- Further

data focused on this topic are required for a complete under-
.

standing of these pkeliminary findingd.
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The complete records,of dearches were retained, thus

allowing explgratory analyses to be perused. Two of the.more

interesting features were discovered'by lobkfni for fa-tois

which correlated with precision. Neither the number of NIR"

oierators nor the number of "AND" operators correlated

significantly with the precision measure. However, the ratio

of "On" oPerators to "AND" operators does correlate positivily..

Specificapy: OR
AND = .29

In other words, there is-a positive relationship betWeen the'

number of "OR" operators relative to the number of "AND"-

operators and 'precision. The intermediaries appear to begin

searches by cleveloping .concept classes by linkiqg terms to-

e getler with "OR" operators. Once these concept classes hkve

been established, they are linked together by "AND' operatori

for retrieval. It appears that the greater the 'development

of these concept classes (word groups connected by .°10R"

operators) which are connected by "AND" operatorse.the-higher

. the precision of the search will be. *
4.

in.another analysis, it was found that the more, display

operators the intermediary used, the lower the precisi6n value

would be. The correlation'between the display operators and

the precision was -.45. In this case, it mai, be that the less

sure the intermediary was of their search strategyl.the more

often-die person would take time,to Cisplay retrieved references.

V

4 4
The 'result being that the display commands would be a-measure of

10I.
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intermediaky uncertainty which was reflected in the precision

of the search. 'While studies of this sort are.interesting

,and will-be.ongoing, they are not central to the understanding

of ranking algorithms.

Lost Responses

The.evaluated output form from the.query processing

igas usually returned to .the project offibe. The return rate

was 69.9%. The 30.1% that were not returned were iwimarily

. for the users'perscnal reasons. However, three queries were;

lost.due to intermediary input errors and computer hardware

probjems.. In both situations timely returp to the user

was lade impossible.

A soft4ire problem caused the loss of forty-five

searches from the free representation, .blat not from the

controlled representation. The initial 128 veriest were

processed normally. Subsequent documelts retrieved by the

free representation were incorrectly retained and thise were

not delivered correctly to the users for evaluation. The

data were unrecoverable. *Thus the data from the free

vocabplary tests reflect 128 information request.

4.
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MEASURING Tun

.EFFECTIVENESS OF RANKING

The method of evaluation of this study is the coefficient

of ranking effectiveness (CRE) and an analysis of the factors

affecting the.cost of ranking 'algorithms.-

cpoper suggested that the essential function of.a retrieval

ystem is not to divide'the data b'ase into retrieved versus

non-retrievedsets, but rather to establish an ordering among

documents based on their relationships to tie-query, He pro-

posed to measure the effectiveness of a system by its ability

to rank order documents - placing relevant documents milk the

beginning o,f the list (Cooper, 1960. His measure igrthe pro-

` portional reduction in the nuMber of non-:relevant doduments

that have to be looked at before the' query is satisfied, over

the'number that would-have had to be examined if the documents

were arranged randomly. Unfortunately, this measure reguirbs

knowledge of all the relevant documents.in a data base.

An approximation to this measure has beep developed which

. can be computed from a.sample Without total knowledge of the

data ba$14. This measuke is not considered to reflect a general

assessment of the retrieval skitem's performance, but rather,

it measures specifically the effectiveness of the order in

which the cutput is ranked as opposed to unranked (randomly

ordered) output. The.Tefficient of Uanking.Effectiveness

(CAE) is defined as where M
r is the expected

CREo= meR
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mean rank of the relevant documents retrieved if the output list

is randomlyrordered,luivis the expected mean rank of the relevant

Idocuthents retrieved if the oatput list is perfectly ordered, and

N is the observed 'mean rank of-the relevani documents retrieved.

(mr-mp)7is the distance between the expected mean rank of the

relevant'documents on a randomly ordered list and their expected

mean rank. on a perfectly ordered list. 'The CRE measures the

proOortion of this distance that is accounted for bysthe observed

mean rank.

If the relevant documents are randomly dispersed through-

out the list, then their expected mean rank (over time) will be

ihe same bs the'pean rank of all the documents. 'The.mean of

.thh. number one through n'Xfor n documents on the list) equals
(nti)/2.

If theie are k relevant documents and they are at the

top of the Us,* then their mean rank would be (k+1)/2:

CR E = a r "slg

mei%)

(n+1) 2rE

= n+l-2111
n+1-(X+1).

n+1-21"
--37F-

by substitution,

CRE ii computed per search. To obtain a mean CRE for a system's

performance Over a number of searches (for example K searches):.

Qtr)
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CRE rahges from one through negative oneolwe being perfect

X CRE

.ark i=1
K

ranking, and zero representing random disperdion. A score below

zero indicates that the system is performing worse than ehaukce.

This meansthat the relevant documents have a low score, and in

order to correct for this, tbe system would just sort the list

low to high instead of high to law..

From its definitional formula it can be seen that CRE is

interpretable as percent of error accounted for; it represents

the percentage of the total possible improvement (from random

to perfect) that has been'realized by the system. lince CRE

is a linear transform of m mean and ua- is a itean of CREs,

CRE can be expected to be pormally distributed as the number of

searches on which Eff is based increases. [Ohe expectpd value

of teW= (The expected )alue of CRE) = oj

CRE is relatively insensitive to either the density of

relevant documents in the data base or in Vie retrieval set.

Compared 'to Cooper's measure, it does not require knowledge

of all relevant documents in the data.base or knowledge of a

specific.,nuniber of dOcuments the user feels will satisfy his

query (Cooper, 1968). Another'possible measure is Salton's

normalized precision (Salton, 1968). Studiesr'show that it is

sensitive to the density of relevant documents in the retrieval

set and the appearance WI non-relevant documents after the

location of the last reliyant document, and that it is very
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sensitive to early occurrences of relevant documents. Meimul,,

it measures soMething other'than is desired in eur eyAuation,

which is aimed at the ability to rank already defined sets.

Finally, CRE has an intuitively appealing linearity; a sforet

of 0.5 indicates the mean'rank of relevant documents on the

list is halfway between what would be expected by chance and

what would constitute perfect peeformance.

Recall measures will not be computed in this study for a

number of reasons. ,One reason is that usets do not always want

to see all of the relevant documents (Cole and McGill, 1977).

Other reasons are (1). the belief that releVance is not an

absolute adsessment, but pithei is a perception ofthe user,

and (2) recall taps aspects of a system's performance which

are not within the scope of this study (e.g., coverage.of the

collection).
1.

The evaluation requirad that the relevance data be avail-

able and that certain document, collection, ind term information

be available for analysis.. Theireievance data was kept in a

file organized by search, and then by document retrieval. The

ranking algorithms could then be,executed ind the results

compared to the document relevance information. The coefficient

of tanking effectiVenesa and its standard error were calculated

directly from this inbrmation.

The SIRE system automatically keeps type, token, and sum

of square information for terns in documents. That is, for each



document, the.int,ormation about the number of unique word'A

83.

stems, the number of yord stems, the frequency of each stem,

and the sum of the square of th%frequencies of each term in
,

. . .

the document is/stored. This is explained in.detail inJ4cGiil

et. al. Document length and Collection.information were also
.

& .
... .

necessary for this study. This infarmation was ca§tured at
.

tht.time the"document was input to the system and retained.
0

6 for use 'ith the similarity meadures. oThe similarity.measures

were cal.culated for each document-poteptiall relevant to a
.,

query. .The cdefficient of rankingaeffectiveness and'

associated.descriptive.informatioq was immediately .available

and stored for comparative purposes. The procedure iss't

presented in Figure 8 on page 84.

4

I
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CALCULATION OF THE COEFFICIENT
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OVERVIEW bF RESULTS

The specifiC results of this study will .be presented

in the following two sections. These results indicate little

or no differences among'term weightingtschemes in the con-

trolled vocpulary. This is, of course, Ian expected outcome.

There are significant differences among the gimilarity

measures. Theri are eighteen measures within two standard

errors of the maximum observed Oalue. Thus, while clear
0

differenpes do exist, there is a ciass of measures which are

not siatistically distinguishable. 'Within the free represent-

ation, classes of term weighting and similarity measures are

identified Whibh-perform significantly better than others.

Within classes, no distinctr possible. However,

additional coit'information is provides assist in the

selection of a ranking algorithm. The cost data are

concerned with incremental and relative costs associated-

with processing, and storage. A person using this report

is advised to include a consideration of term weighting,

similarity measure, and cost.



There are clearly-some schemes which are not useful.

But of the effective schemes, there id little basis for

selecting one scheme over.another. Thus, one will be well

advised to use simple but effective schemes.

RESULTS USING THE CONTROLLED REPRESENTATION

86

p.

. The CRE values for the controlled representation are

presented in Table 10. Each cell value is a mean of 68

individual CRE values obtained from the useable queries for
this study. See page 87 for Table 10.

di&
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The analysis of the teim weiihting schemes is presented

in Table 11.

- -

SoUice of DegrgeS of , Sum of pean
Variation .Freedom Square Squars . F

AMONG 13 0.027 0.0021 0.55

WITHIN 322 1.2 0.0038

TOTAL 335 1.3
_...,

TABLE 1.1,

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RESULTS

CONTROLLED REPRESENTATION
TERM WEIGHTING SCHEMES

0

This analysig fails to indicate any significant

difference among the term weighting schemes. This is-not

surprising since t.lie weights for controlled representations

are determined by using dichotomous information about the

presence or ibsence of a teiM. Thus, evaluation of dif-

ferences is limited to the coiparisons of similarity measures%

The values for each cell were examined for difkerences

by srmilarity measure and for differences by.term weighting

scheme using one way analysis of variance. The results of .

the analysis by similarity measures across term weighting

schemes are presented in Table 12. A significant difference
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at the .Olrleveil is indicated. Thus, similarity measures can

- be selected which will give signifidantly better performance

on.the average than others.

-

uei

Source of
Variation

Degrees of
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Squares F

AMONG

WITHIN

TOTAL

23,

312

335

0.89

0.36.

1.3

0.039

0.0012

33

TIBLE 12

SIMILARITY MEASURE

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RESULTS-
CONTROLLED gEFRESENTATION

4.0

iir'a controlled vocabulary environment, these results

indicate that the selection of a termveighting scheme

xis not-an important consideration. The selection of a
. P

similarity measure is an important consideration. In order

to Clarify the !election from among the similarity measures, it

is n'ece!sary to look for equivalence and disparities in,per-

forniance.

Tukey's HSD (Honestly Significant Differences) was used

tb determine significant distinctions between pairs of mean

Zri values from the similarity measures (KIRK). Table 13

shows the differences among means.



Mean'

Frecluency
of

Occurrence

Similarity,
Meaaiire
Number Prom
Table 2

Significantly
Different
From Means

Greater Than
.*

.

Significantly
Different
Prom Means
Less Than

.075 1 29 Ail Others None Lower.0036 1 50 .0516 -.0404.0071 Random .0551 -.0409.049 1 6 .097 .001.054 1
.

26
. .102 .006.056 1 58 .104., .008..075 1 31 .123 .027.083 1. 32 .131 .035490 1 7 .138 .042.091 2 27,56 .139 .043.11 4 None Higher .062!12 3

.12,44,63,64'
, 1,36,46 None Higher .072

4.13. 3 2,4,40 None Htgher .082
.14' 3 11,30,52 None Higher .092

.0

TABLE 13

SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN CRE MEANS FOR
ST:HILARITY MEASURES

CONTROLLED REPRESENTATION

.1

I.
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The critical significant' difference interval is calculiited at

the .05 level with

4.

C q "gat'

where

C = is the critical significant difference limitP
mSw = ii the mean sequence witilin cells

A = is the number of term weightir;g schemes

q.05 = is the studentized range statistic

estimated at K=24 NK=c*

.By observation the Single besere,sult was adhieved by

- the combination of siMilarity meapure 52 with term weighting

scheme 31. However; it is clear that similarity measures

A 11, 30, 52, 2, 4, 40., 1, 36, 46, 12, 44, 63 and 64 may all be

performing equivalently. Frot Within thi; collection there is

no reason to expept one to perform better than another. Tt will

be suggested that in the absence of' better information, the

similarity measure Aich is the most efficient in storage and

, coMputation is currently the most desir-able from the above set.

r

Methods og determining storage and proee ing'effidiendy will

be discussed in a.latet section.

16.

Ft

1=1

l



RESUDIIS.USING THE FREE REPAESENTATION
rib

'The CRE values for the free representation are

presented

'result of

queries.

in Table 14..Each value in the table is the

92

55 individual CRE values obtained fram the useable

The analysis of the term weighting schemes is

presented in Table 15 .

a.

re
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.11
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.151
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.141
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.036
.012
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.07
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_ .044 .039 .058 .063 .052 .058 . 47 .048 .057 .056 .059 .057 . 60 .057 .066 .060 .039 .052 .053

Mean .046

1

.068 .101 .098 .063 .116 .058

_

.069

_

.072 .106 .056 .108 080 .043 .064 .057 .067 .055 .104 .052 .081 .0744

.

1 1. 6

TABLE 14

MAW= OF ORE VALOIS
e

FREE REPRESENTATION

116
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I
Source of
*Variation

. Degrees 'of
Freedom

.Sum of
Squares

Mean
Squares

-

F

'AMONG

:WITFIN

TOTAL

20

483

.' 503

.24096

, 2471

2714

.0120

.0051

2.353

o

4

TABLE 15

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RESULTS

TERM WEIGHTING SCHEMES

FREE REPRESENTATION .

The analysit 1.-1dicates a signifidant difference among tiie

-term weighting schemes at the .01 level. Again using Tukey's

Honestly Significant Difference, the individual means were

examined tO determine if signiacant distinctions can be made

between pairs of mean CBE values.

The significant difference value is

C = q 0 5

with q.05 at K = 21,

N

N-K = 483 '= 5.05 iroligr= .07869

The mean EVE values range from .04 3 to .116. Thus, no
S.

significant difference is,found betwen individual p -4 of

term weighting schemes. This situation can arise when-linear

cotbinations r-f term weighting schemes are significantly

11.fy



different but the individual pairs of term weighting schemis

are not significantly different.

The analysis of the similarity measures is presented in

Table 16..

-
. 1

, .. 7Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean
Variation. Freedom Squares Squares F

BETWEEN 23 1.698 .0738 34.9133

WITHIN 480 1.015 .0021

TOTAL 503 2.713
, .

_ _ 4

TABLE 16

ANALYSIS OF VARiANCE RESULTS

SIMILARITY MEASURES

FREE REPRESENTATIONS

The analysis indicates a significant difference among the
V

similarity measures at the .01 level. Tukey's Honestly Signifi-

cant Difference was used to examine the significant differences.

The significant difference value is

C = (1.05 114:w

with q.05 at R = 24 , N-k = 480 = 5.17

C = 5.17 ir .0021/24 = .04836

1 2
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Table 17 shows the similarity measures in order along'

with the definitions of those measures which are within the

gsines,tly Significant Difference. Since the number of

similarity meastires which do nbt indicate an honest difference

is large (10 then there is justification for selecting a#

,similartty measure from ariong these top rated measures based

on its ease of calculation and quantity of storage required.*

EFFICIENCY CONSIDERATIONS

In order to decide ,A1 whic

implement, one would like an in

ranking algorithm(s) to

ication of the cost to implement

and execUte the algoriN.dm in addition to its effectiveness. 'A

model which analyses costs is dependent on the specifics of theA -

computer installation on which tiae algorithm is to be

iMPlementedi Differences in hardware and/or soft4are can
4

'make significant changes in costs.

The characteristics identified here provide a weak order-

ing of the.ranking algorithms. Factors which affect coits are

identified and each of the Components of the algorithms is

placed in this framework. The characteristics then indicate

the relatiye cost of the algorithm.

A major component of ranking algorithms is the cost

associa.ted with the TW, although the SM also affects the cost.

The following will describe the considerations which appear to
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$

Mean

Frequency
of

Occurrence

Similarity
Measure

Number from
Table 2

Significantly
Different
from Means

GREATER than

Significantly
Different
from Means
LESS than

-.104 1 29 All Other Means None Lower

-7.057 1 ,.
. 50 -.009 None Lower at

-.017 1 R#ndom ' .031 -.065
.

.019 1 6 -. .067 -.029
r.

.053 2 63,64 .101 .005

.069 1 31 .117 .621

.072 1 27 .12 .024

.074
i

1 58 .122 ..026

.075 1 56 .123 .027

.091 1 52 Mone Higher .043

.096 1 32 None Higher .048

..1 1 7 None Higher ..052

401 1 26 None Higher .053

.107 1 12 None ',4.ghei .059

.108 2 44,46 None Higher .060

.116 1 4.0 None Higher .068

.117
.

f 36 None Higher .069
.

.118 1 2 None Higher .070

.119 1 1 None Higher .071

.12 1 11 None Higher .072-

.121 1 30 None Higher .073

.124 1 4 None Higher .076

TABLE 17

SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
CRE MEANS FOR SIMILARITY MEASURES

FREE REPRESENTATION
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be the most imptant in determining the cost of a ranking

algorithm. Two considerations are paramount: (1) the processing

requirements of the algorithm and (2) ihe storage costs of the

algorithm. An assumption of this analysis is that the Term

Weighting for each term is calculated and stored only once.

COtTS'OF TWs

The processing costs for the term w4ghting schemes are

largely determined by whether the specific weighting of the TW

requires one or two passes through the data base. Many of the

weighting schemes required two passes. For example fin/Fi

required one pass to calculate Fi (a collection statistic) for

.each term and a second pass to determine the weight for each

term. On the other hand, log (fin +1) can be calculated on the

first pass because no collectiim information is required. Of

course, it is possible to trade processing time for storage and

do the operation fin/Fi at retrieval. .However, this was not

examined in this study.

The incremental storage costs are determined by the number

of additional storage locations needed.to store the actual

weights. The two choices are: (1) a weight for each unique
.

'term in the dictionary, or (2) a weight.for each unique'term in

the data base. The former required weights for each Unique term

in the dictionary (generally a collection statistic) for the,

free representation,. 10,000 storage unitstand.the wei4hts for

each unique term in the data base required 170,000-storage units.
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k The null TW requires.no addition#1 storage or processing.

That is, the unweighted scheme repre.sents.the lower limit of

cost of term weighting schemes. Costs of term weighting

schemes are presented bSr class with those costing the most'

appearing first: Within classes there are variations due to

the complexity ill calculation. These

since specific calculations are Milor
,

tions conducted on a data jbase.

are not considered Critical,

in comparison to calcule

-CATEGORY 1 - TwolPasses of Data Base Required.
One Storage Unit per Unique Term
One Storage Unit per Document

n/Pi

F. tn d
i

f .i . ,,

ef.inlog (K ) e
in ... -........w-di

i in ci

di
1 1 1 - P

Tr731 lo§ (tn. di) tn D

fin

log (kn Fi)

1 - d4

in 'n

fin

log Fi

Jdi/D

F fin - Fiin i

K

VI

k F.n
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CATEGORY 2 - One Pass
One Storage Unigue/UniqUe-Term Dodument

1 f. -log f I
in intn

f.fin in

kn log kn

CATEGORY 3.- One Pais.
One Storage Unit/Unigue Term Dictionary

1 , a7)
di

COST OF SMS
,1

A major factor in the costs of a similarity measure is

,the need by the measure of summary statistics of the document,

such as-Exi. If this is required, then an,additional storage

unit is required for each documen ih=the _data base.

The use of summary information such as document length

by the MI may have an interaction affect when combined wlth

certain TWs. In particular, the use "of either 1/di or

log (N/di) with such a similarity measure would alter these

TWs from one-pass to two-pass,TWs. The second pass through

the data base is required to calculate the length of the

document for the weighting scheme.

The discussion of costs of ranking algorithms indicates

the observed factors which affect cost. Exact cost data is
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installation dependent and thus not generally useful. The

101

established categbFies provide a weak ordering of the diffe

ranking algorithms in terms of processing costs and storage

reverements. The reader should pay.particular attentica

to the interaction of term, weighting and similarity measures

in determining the cost of any particular ranking algoritlin.
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CONCLUSIONS

10Z

This study indicates that many,of the' ranking algorithms

_currently,in use or'suggested as effective methods for ordering

,--`output are, in fact, equipalent. Further, astIne would expectu

tne terin weighting schemes in the controlled environment are

simply not imp4tant. This is evident,from thelack. of signi-

ficance shpwp by the analysis of yariance given that the

unweighted-weighting scheme .is isolated.

Term4eighting in the free text environMent is significant.

However, the use of Tukey's Honestly. Significant Difference

fails to indicate a significant difference between.pairs of

the term weighting schemes.

Similarity measures in both the free and the controlled

environment are_significantly different. Classes
4

of measures

:Which were found to ,be equivalent.have been presented. 'These

top rated measures are dtill disapPointing. That is, by

observation the best ranking scheme in the controlled environ-

sent had a CRE of .19 and in the free environment the top

scheme had a CRE ol,.22. In other words, in both instances'

the ranking algorithm was able to improve the order in Which

documents appeared by about 20%. Thus, 80% of the Potential

benefits from a ranking algorithM is not yet realized. *.These

results do agree in general with those attained by Noreault

Who found a 35% improvement. The data.seem to indicate that

the methods of *ranking ate not using variables which allow

1?:it
Ab
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truly effective ranking (at least in a Boolean Environment).

- -This may unfórtunately be'a major factor in one's ability to

create truly effective systems. Maron (1979) has recentiy

stated that:

.\

"Two valued thinking about indexing (and
retrieval) leads'system designers to worry abociut-
thresholds, cutpff,values and depth of imdexXng
in order to insure that tile two-valued decisions
are optimal for the patrons for whom the system .

.is designed to serve. Out these days.with- the
growth of very large files and especially ifith
the giowth of on-line, interactive document
retrieval systems, perhaps it is-most rational
td; build systems that provide-maximum flexibility
foi.each patron. This means that deSigners should
build systems which rank the documents, relative to
an input query, by probability (or degree) of -
satisfaction, and set no preestablished cutoff
thresholds.. Instead of binary indexing, we
recommend the use of weighted indexing and ranking
the output documents."

*

His sktated goaris ranking the.output. but unfortUnately

it is not'clegir grom this study that the use of wej.ghted

indexing will provide his desired results. Ongoing analyses

of this ranking data may help to indicate the variables or

variable types that contribute positively to the ranking

process. S.

The results of this study have raised many .questions.

At a very basic level, one needs to understand the data

generated by the staly of the overlap among retrieved,sets

oldocuments. The observed data indicate that the specific

documents retrieved by an individual representation are

different from those retrieved by another representation
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even though the Original information need.is identical.

Furtheri the datA show that the overlap in documents retrieved

by different searchers is small. That is, in resp6Ape to the

same information need, different searchers appear to be

retrieving different documentS. This may be an artifact .of

this partibular stildy, or it may'biit Ergeneral situaiioni.. It

would seemAhat on* additiOnal.data°will Answer-this.

)*
, In either case, there is a sense of uneasiness associated

with !onducting a study*which'examines bpecific documents wimp

there'is question about ilmr factors underlying the selection

of the documents. Fortunately, this did not detract:from the

methodology used in this study.. The effectiveness of the

rankin4 algorithms measures changes in order after the set is

retrieved.

The data also suggests that the use of frequency infor

nation, whether by document or by collection, is limited in

its current ability to rank documents. The term weighting

sdhemes and similarity measures were selected.to iepresent
.s

4

the schemes available in the open litdrature. Thus, a

significant increase in the ability of a ranking algorithm is

not likely to occur by a calculation,which employs some

rearrangement of these frequency variables. Rather, it seems

.that new factors will have to be identified to resolve-a 4

significant portion of the 80% benefit not attained by current

i1 63
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The current study does show that doCuzfents can be

rearrafiged to aid the user. The rearrangenent will, in

generale mové relevant documents toward the beginning of

the list of output documents. The overall effect is

beneficial to' the user. Further, if the.algorithmis
.

selected using the data ibout effectiveness and efficiency,

then the cost to-the system can be minimized while giving all

the benefit we know how to .provide at this time.

et.

a

I.
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I. Make sure first digit of each Information Requirement Statement (IRS)
I.D. number is yours.

2. Process the IRSs in the order given to you.

3. a. IRSs marked ERICF (having ID numbers ending in 0) are to be
searched against the ERICF file. This is a dictionary of
steus from document titles and abstracts.

b. IRSs marked ERICC (having ID numbers ending in 1) are to be
searched against the ERICC file. This is an indexer-asaigned,
controlled 'vocabulary.

4. Listings of both diet aries are available in hard. copy.

5. 'a. Search as you would der normal working conditions.
b. Try to provide the user with high recall. That is,

lean towards inclusion, rather than exclision, of
possibly relevant documents.

c. You may occasionally process the same requesetwice,
once against ERICF and once against ERICC. Treat these
as independent requests. Treat the second IRS as if you
had not read it before.

6.. Use the IRS forms as worksheets.

7. Refer to SIRE instruction Sheet for aid using SIRE.

g. When satisfied (or at least done) with the set of documents
retrieved for an IRS, issue the "DONE" command with the full
IKS ID number.

e.. When done, rip off paper from Your terminal and insert in folder.

When a terminal session is through, yeturn Ilk forms for
completed seardhes, along with all terminal output in-file
forders.

40.
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SIRE Instruction Sheet

Booleap query

Submits a Boolean logic query. An "and", "or" or "not" gust appear
between each search tem. The Boolean operators are processed
left to right.

Save N

Saves the results of previous search in location N. 'N is an integer
value between I and 5 inclusive. A saved set may be used as a
term in a later search by using *N in the query.

List

N

Lists the document numbers retrieved by the.previous seardh.

"Type Abstract" - Types complete bibliographic citation plus the
abstract and descriptors for the N+h ranked document. N may also
be a range of ranked documents, e.g. "TA 1-5" types the first five
documents from the retrieved set.

"Type Short" - Same as TA oicept abstract and descriptors are
not prioted.

tONI, Query Number

END

-

When finishing a search, issue this command before next search.

Ends SIRE execution.

qoich file name

ERICF - for title and abstract

ERICC - for controlled vocabulary

In the Controlled vocabulary, the words in a single search term are
GeTarated using a "/". If the word is not in the dictionary, it will be
uchoes with 0 postings. If it is in the dictionary, the code for the
word will.be echoes.

13s
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'Instructions for Tracking Queries

',A*jkt

I. Ftll in the following chart as appropriate:

2.

3.

N NNNN1N Date
IRS
Rocvd

Date
Out
To
Searcher

Date,
In

From
Searcher

Date
,

Out
To
User

Date
In
erom
User.

0001 0
.

.

0001 1

0002 0

0002 1

.
.

2. When Information Requirement Forms (IRS) are

each an accession nuMber (NNNN).

1. Make 2 copies ok each /RS.

4. File master by accession number.

received from user,

3.5. Label one copy "ERICF" and.add "01" to end of accession number. Label other
copy "ERICC" and add "1" to end of accession number.

Forseach copy, individually* assign a random number to the kront of the

atcpssion number. Roll die:

IF ASSIGN
.

' 1, 2 1

1
3 , 4 2

. 5, 6 3

.

. _

.

. 7. Create a file folder for each cppy, labelled N1NNNN N, Store'separately.

B. Give foldr to appropriate searcher.

a

1

When searcher returns folder, prepare prtnted output for return to user.

(Cut, burst,,staple and assemble with original IRS).

10. When relevanceassesMents are returned from user, add to the NNNN 0 folder.

1 4
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NSF INFORMATION RETRIEVAL PROJECT

Wwill conduct a computer search of four Computer Index Journals

in Education data bases for you if you will imply tell us what it is you

would like us to search for and tell us harm% did after the search. You
will have eaccews to tbe data bales created by the clearinghOuses 40

ptivAnava, MANAGUIERTI MOM IMMO% atm. Maglisaljtai
MUTATION and linwinstmanst. ,.Tbssedsta.bases run from 1975

.through items made available less than a month ago.

lhe.attached form is for yow to describe the toptc of interest.

Don't worry-about trying to say it in computerese. You say it in

English. hie have trained people to make sure that your search is

conducted professionally. In about a week you will receive s'list.of

references and abstracts found on your topic. You via then be asked to

indicate which of these are peitioent to yOUr interests. That is all

there is to it. You keep one copy.of the computer outputs and return

one copy to us telling,us which
references.are pertineit.
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tnstructions to Participants

Choose a specific or general topic, in EdUcation, you need information on right
now.. /f you are doing a paper oi planning a talk you probablY have a topic inMind. If you don't have any topic you are working on, consider one you are
familiar with.

In order macIluire this information for your topic we w'..nt you to write doWO
your information requirements as if you were -tatking to 1 colleague who under-
stood-the field as well as you do.

Make this statement as precise and concise.ai possible. This statement sbould
be elder enough so that any person with a knowledge of education.would, on thebasis of this statement alone, be able to pick out sourceowhich would be of
interest to you..

In 2 - 4 sentences describe fbe information you went:

.111011111111.MMIIIMIllr

In a short time you will receive a list of references.and abstracts.that have
baen retrieved by computer from a data base-consisting of document references
from Computer Index Journals in Education. You will be asked at that time to
lot.ua know which of these references you dal* would be pertinent.to your
interest. Thank you for your cooperation/

NSF information Retrievat Project
School of information Studies
113 Euclid Avenue

i Syracuse, New York 13210
(315) 423-4522

1 4 7,4
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NSF INFORMATION RETRIEVAL PROJECT

INSTRUCTIONS TO PARTICIPANTS

Attached you will'find a copy of your interest statement and Owo copies
. of a list of references. Each reference consists of .seven parts:

.

DN - Document identification number

TI - Title

AU - Authar

SO - The source of the refirence (eg; The title of the journal in
. which the artiele appeared)

AB - Abstract

DT - 'Date'

DE - Descriptors of the reference

.List (a) is to be used as part ofthe study and should be returned. Copy
. .

(b) is yours to keep.

Prom each citation and abstract you form an idea of what that particulardocument (book, article, report) is about. Compare this to your interest
statement, and for each document listed, decide how closely that document isrelated'to your topic. Based on the infermatioo io front of you is the
document relevant to your topic or not relevant towhee yon had in mind.

.

Judge on a scale from 1 to 4:

1 - Definitely relevant to your topic.

2 - probably relevant to your topic.

111
3 Probably not relevant to your topic.

4 - Definitely not relevant to your topic.

Place this number in the box next to each reference.
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SCHOOL OF INFORMATION STUDIES * SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

0/110,14,ri4vta,V1411

Date

COMPUTER SEARCH

4 fr

Recently the NSF Information Retrieval Project
prepared a computer search for you.

Part B was for-your reference and Part A was tohave a relevance judgment and be returned to us. As
yet we have not received Part A from you.

It would be appreciated if you would complete
the judgement and return Part A to

NSF Information Retrieval Project
'School of Information Studies
113 -Euclid Avenue

. Syracuse, New York 13210 .

(315) 423-4522

Thank you for your prompt attention to this
request.

Michael J. McGill
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